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Colossians 3:18–4:1 presents a Haustafel (table of household responsibilities) similar to the
one in Ephesians 5:21–6:9. This one emphasizes the duties of slaves, perhaps because of a
recent issue in the congregation in which Onesimus, the slave of Philemon, had run away
from his master, only to be sent back to him by Paul (Philem. 8–18; cf. Col. 4:9). As in Paul’s
approach to that situation, the attitude toward slavery here is ambiguous.
On the one hand, slaves are instructed to obey their masters in everything (3:22; on
this, cf. Eph. 6:5; 1 Tim. 6:1–2; Titus 2:9–10; 1 Pet. 2:18–21). On the other hand, masters are
instructed to treat their slaves justly and fairly and to do so in recognition of their equality
before God (Col. 4:1). For those whom Christ has clothed with a new way of being human
(3:10), the distinction between “slave and free” has become ultimately meaningless (3:11).

The new ideas have “only an appearance of wisdom” with no real value (2:23).
Those who promote such things are “puffed up without cause by a human way
of thinking” (2:18), and the failure of their program becomes clear when one
looks at the results: it has led these supposedly advanced spiritual people to
condemn (2:16) and disqualify (2:18) those whom God has redeemed (1:14)
and reconciled (1:22).
Real growth comes from God (2:19; cf. 1:6; 3:10): the body grows, and one
need only remain a part of that body to grow to full maturity. The body is
the church, with Christ as its head (1:18, 22, 24; 2:17, 19; 3:15). Growth and
maturity, according to Colossians, involve not the discovery of anything new
but rather continuing in Christ and remaining steadfast with regard to what
they have been taught (2:6–7). Such maturity becomes evident in the fruit that
it bears: lives worthy of the Lord, marked by good works (1:10; cf. Eph. 4:1).
Christian maturity leads not to judging others but rather to love and peace and
thanksgiving (3:14–15; cf. 2:2).
The latter portion of Colossians explicates some specific consequences of
growth in knowledge and maturity (3:1–4:1). The vices to be avoided (3:5, 8–9)
are exemplary of an old way of being human that the Colossians are to “strip
off,” and the virtues to be exhibited (3:12–15) are exemplary of a new way
of being human with which the Colossians are to clothe themselves (3:9–10).
This metaphor of taking off and putting on clothing invokes the image of
early Christian baptisms, in which the initiates shed their garments and then
were clothed with a new white robe to symbolize their transformed identity in
Christ. The new humanity granted in baptism affects relationships, for there is
no longer to be any discrimination on the basis of origin or status (3:11). Thus
Colossians concludes with what may be our earliest example of a Christian
Haustafel (“household table”): the family and social relationships that mark the
daily lives of believers are to be conducted under the lordship of Jesus Christ
(for discussion of a similar Haustafel, see box 17.5).
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